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In this sense, there are languages which are very replicative and others

which are hardly replicatives. Catalan is an extremely replicative language as

we will see later.

The functioning and linguistic meaning of relativizator ghost will be care-

fully studied in chapter 12.

7.6 Results

We have approached a configurative fact of linguistic productions: ghosts. We

have only made a limited approach. These elements constantly arise in the

application of any molecular method to ULPS.

This is a brief synthesis of what has been set out about ghosts:

Ghost

Emergent

Level assigner

Relativizator

Replicative

Cut

blunt

mixed

est agger ed

est agger ed

What causes them.

friction

insertion

disappearance

disappearance

ULPS

two

two

two

one

Table 7.1: Typology of ghosts

Taking into account these facts, the classification of ghosts in four groups is

necessary. To begin, we can bring about a first distinction if we bear in mind

the necessary strings according to their appearance among:

•• Ghosts caused by the interaction of two strings: emergent, level assigner,

relativizator ghosts.

« Ghosts caused by a phenomenon in a single string: replicative ghosts.

And according to the kind of cut, among:
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• Ghosts in which there are, at least, a staggered cut: level assigner, rela-

tivizator, replicative ghosts.

• Ghosts in which there is only a blunt cut: emergent ghosts.

Taking into account these parameters, it would be possible to make only three

groups of ghosts a) only one string ghosts, b) blunt cut ghosts, c) two strings

of staggered cut ghosts. However, such classification would not distinguish

assigner level ghosts from relativizator ghosts which, instead, work in a very

different way. That is the reason why it is necessary to include a third cri-

térium. If we apply the phenomenon which causes them, by generalizing we

find:

• Ghosts caused by friction: emergent ghosts.

• Ghosts caused by disappearance: relativizator, replicative ghosts.

• Ghosts caused by focal insertion: level assigner ghosts.

So, the established classification in table 7.1 is imposed.

On the other hand, it is surprising how some elements which in starting

a derivation do not exist in any string obtain such a great importance when

catalyising the syntactic process. When applying each one of the molecular

computation operations to basic strings, we will deal with more specific and

concrete characteristics for each of them.
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Part III

Molecular computing methods

for syntax.

I. Recombination
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In this part, our purpose is to apply to basic ULPS those basic methods

used in genetic engineering in order to obtain recombined DNA. However,

depending on the structural peculiarities of natural languages with respect to

the genetic code and, in order to explain as many syntactic phenomena as

possible, we will extend classification criteria which, in genetics, are centered

in the recombination method's division in two large groups: splicing -blunt

cut, and cohesive links -staggered cut. We will carry out a classification of

such methods by adding two more criteria which are essential and have already

been fully characterized in previous chapters: possible arbitrariness of the cut

and complexity of the operations.

Therefore, taking into account these three criteria, this is the distribution

of the molecular syntactic mechanisms that can be carried out:

1. According to the kinds of ends that cause them:

(a) link of blunt ends,

(b) link of staggered ends.

2. Prom the point of view of the possible existence of a cause that provokes

the cut:

(a) arbitrary cuts,

(b) cuts by recognition.
ï

I 3. According to the complexity degree of the operations:
I

J (a) methods with simple operations,
!
] (b) methods with complex operations.

We will distinguish syntactic mechanisms according to these three facts

which result in the following distribution:
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Cuts

Arbitrary

By

Recognition

Ends

Blunt

Strict

Splicing

Replication

Controlled

Splicing

Staggered

Sticker

Links

Mixed

Mixed

Links

Operations

Simple

Complex

Simple

Complex

Table 7.2: Classification of the recombination syntactic methods

Starting from this combination of criteria, five different syntactic molec-

ular recombination systems arise (table 7.2). Because the ends' criterion is

obviously the most important one, we will gather them in two large groups:

« Splicing: includes those three methods that are carried out with strings

with blunt cuts,

- Strict splicing: arbitrary blunt cuts with simple operations,

— Replication: arbitrary blunt cuts with compound operations,

— Controlled splicing: blunt cuts by recognition with compound op-

erations.

• Cohesive links: include those two methods that are carried out with,

at least, one string with a staggered cut,

— Sticker links: staggered cuts by recognition with simple operations,

- Mixed links: links of one string with an arbitrary blunt cut with
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another string with an arbitrary staggered cut by means of a simple

operation.

There is an essential difference referring to the formal processing we will

prescribe to each one of these methods. When a blunt cut takes place, as we

have seen in 6.1.2, a separation between a focus and a variable never happens.

That is the reason why shortened poles do not exist. Therefore, within the

framework of the splicing application to natural languages, at every focus

there always corresponds a variable, and vice versa. This allows us to make

a simplicity option which consists of working only with strings, leaving aside

patterns for the moment because the polar agreement is exact.

However, when a staggered cut is carried out (6.1.3) a breaking pole always

occurs. That is the reason why it is necessary to work with whole ULPS.

In relation to complexity, only strict splicing, sticker structures and mixed

structures can be considered basic methods of syntax because they are the

only ones that have been made by means of simple operations. The others

are complex methods, which is not synonymous with profitability, but it only

refers to the kind of operations they use.

In chapters 8, 9 and 10 we will treat strict splicing, replication and directed

splicing respectively. In chapters 11 and 12 we will verify the results of the

application of sticker links and mixed links.
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Chapter 8

Strict splicing

8.1 Existing formalizations in Computer Sci-

ence

We call splicing the operation which consists of splitting up two strings in an

arbitrary way and sticking the left side of the first one to the right side of the

second one, direct splicing, and the left side of the second one to the right side

of the first one, inverse splicing, as we can see in figure 8.1.

The model, as it is formalized in (Paun, Rozenberg fe Salomaa, 1998),

is just as follows: for a splicing rule r — Ui#u2 $ u^u^, where strings

x, y, z Ç. V*, # shows the position of the cut and $ the splicing application,

(x, y) (=r (z, w) iff x = Xi ui u2 x2

y = yiu3 u± y2

z = x\ HI «4 y-i

w = yiusu2x2

for some xí} x2, yi, y2 e V*.

According to this nomenclature, we will name stage strings x, y and resul-

tant strings z, w.
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w

Figure 8.1: Splicing graphic representation

8.2 Application of splicing to basic stage strings

Let's start, then, by applying a simple operation to two basic strings. We will

make some rules, which we name basic simple ones, because they are necessary

and sufficient to carry out all these splicings. They are the following ones:

1 x\e sxi 2 x\e

s'yi

s'j/2

Vie

0x2 10

13

Vie

14

sx-2 3 x\e 4 x\e

vx% 7 xis VX-2 8

OX-2 11 ox-¿ 12

o'y-2

ex-2 15 16

8X2

OX2

ex<¿
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Both foci, identified by the rule in order to carry out the cut, are named

foci of cut; xi, X2, y\, y-¿ are the context and e means "anything", which must
be identified with 0 in this case.

Such rules work with a recognizer. Let's imagine that the upper part and

the lower part move along each one of the strings until they find the needed

cut. Once there, it is attached and the operation is carried out. For instance, if

we apply 2) to svo$s'v'o' the upper part is displaced along the first string, and

right away finds the foci of cut e s. vo are, in such case, part of X2, the context.

Meanwhile, the lower part of the rule is displaced along the second string until

it finds s' | v', both foci of cut. o is a part of y-¿. Once the recognition has

been carried out, the cuts e#s and s'#v' are produced, as well as the splicing

xi£v'y-¿ and y-^s'sx^- If we take into account that Xi — 0, x-¿ = vo, the result

is v'o' and s'svo.

This is the process that must be carried out every time one of the rules

is applied to each sequence, with the following outcome for simple operations
with basic strings.

RULE x $ y \= z w

1 #£

2 #£

3 #í

4 #í

5 s#

6 s#

7 s#

8 s#

9 SV-

10 SV--

11 W-

¡vo $

tvo $

¡VO $

¡vo $

:VO $

••vo $

:VO $

••vo $

#0 $

#0 $

#0 $

#sVo'

s'#v'o'

s'v'#o'

s'v'o'#

#s'v'o'

s'ftv'o'

s'v'#o'

s'v'o'ft

fts'v'o'

s'#v'o'

s'v'#o'

h
1=
H
1=
(=
1=
^=
H
H
1=
h

s'v'o'

v'o'

o'

0
ss'v'o'

sv'o'

so'

s

svs'v'o'

svv'o'

svo'

svo

s'svo

s'v'svo

s'v'o'svo

vo

s'vo

s'v'vo

s'v'o'vo

o

s'o

s'v'o
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RULE x $ V w

12 sv#o $ sVo'# [=• sv s'v'o'o

13 svo# $ #sVo' [= avosfv'ct 0
1 /i ..//_ íï / f / / / I

15 suo# $ sV#o' (=

16 s-yo# $ sVo'# |= svo s'v'o'

8.3 Formal analysis of the results

z, w is, in relation to every rule, a resultant pair. In the 16 outcomes that we

have just seen, there are 7 pairs which have the same strings but in an inverted

way, it is to say, the string z of the first one is structurally equal to the string

w of the second one and vice versa. Obviously, foci arising from x and y of

these strings are interchanged. We name these groups inverse functional pairs

$. For instance, ^=2 and [=5 are two inverse functional pairs that we express

by $(|=2;5) or, by unfolding, <p(h2, h6) and ^>(h5, h2). The operation that has

as an outcome the string z, this is, the application of direct splicing, by means

of the rule, 2 can also be written h2. This, in turn, has as an outcome the

string w, this is, the application of inverse splicing, by means of the rule 2. It

is symbolized h2. h2, h'2 = ]=2. The $ Relations are the following ones:

and (f>(xy) h5=h2 )

and ip(xy) h9=h'3 )

and tp(xy) Ko=h'7 )

and (p(xy] K4=h($ )

12,15) because (<fl(xy) ^1-2=^(5 and (p(xy) l·15=K12 )

1)16) because (<p(Xy) K=K6
 and <P(xy) Ke^i )

$(K5)
*(hi,9)
«(K*)

$(K,io)
*(Kl4)

because

because

because

because

because

(v>(my) !~2=t-5

(<P(xy) 1-3=1-9

vP(%y) ' 4=: ' i;

(V(*U) h7=!-i,

(V(x») |-8=K

Neither \=e nor (=n have any pair <£. The reason is that 6 as well as 11
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are tautological rules (see p. 119). In conclusion, we can state that inverse

functional pairs of 6 and 11 are themselves.

because ^(^ h6=h'6 and

because ^(xy) Ki=Ki and V(ay) Ki=Ki

Because all the outcomes have a pair <£>, including 6 and 11 which are

reflexive pairs $, we observe that rules h and K are redundant. The same

outcomes, achieved with the whole of the rules h, are also achieved with the

whole of the rules h'. So, the outcomes H are not necessary and only add

complexity to the system. Furthermore, from now on, we delete the string of

outcomes w. We only work with outcomes z, this is to say, from now on we

will only apply direct splicing. Therefore, we must reformulate the application

of basic minimal rules by deleting the last column:

RULE x $ y \- y

1 #svo $ #sVo' h s'v'o'

2 #svo $ s'#u'o' h v'o'

3 #svo $ sV#o' h o'

4 #svo $ sVo'# h 0

5 s#vo $ . #sVo' h ss'v'o'

6 s#vo $ y#uV i- s/y'°'
7 s#uo $ sV#o' h so'

8 s#vo $ sVo'# h s

9 sü#0 $ #sVo' h

10 sv#o $ s'#uV h

11 sv#o $ s'-y'^o' h svo'

12 s-y^o $ s'-y'o'# h si;

13 svo# $ #sVo' h

14 s?;o# $ s'#v'o' h
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RULE x $ y y

15 avo# $ sV#o' h

16 svo# $ sVo'# h svo

We have achieved reducing by half the complexity of splicing without im-

plying any cost in the generating capacity. Now, it remains to study which

are the outcomes of these rules and their linguistic repercussions in specific

strings.

8.4 Formation criteria and testability of resul-

tant strings z

Strings z achieved in the previous section, are not enough by themselves for

a linguistic system. Minimally, we must remember that ghosts appear and

henceforth ask ourselves in which conditions they do it. On the other hand,

we need to know what has happened with the formation criteria for basic

strings if the resultants of splicing are made up according to the criteria of

precedence agreement and level assignment or not.

8.4.1 Ghosts

Although they are not specified in the formulated rules up to now, ghosts are

another element that we must consider when analysing the outcomes.

According to rules given in chapter 7, in systems of blunt cut, only emergent

/ ^ ghosts, connector or bounder depending on the contexts, can arise. These

ghosts will help to join the foci of the two strings that we will splice and they

will be basic when readjusting the two spliced strings in order to make a new

one.

Connectors, /•, and bounders, f*, are two subgroups within the same kind.

The difference between these two is that the first ones are universal, whereas
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/* can only join strings which have the friction group (sv). The differences of

use between these two have already been stated in a partial way in chapter 7,

and they will be completed throughout this chapter and the later ones as we

observe the behaviour of linked foci.

With what would emergent ghosts match within the traditional grammar?

They basically match words that make possible compound sentences named

coordinate and adverbial.

First of all, we will check which are the ghosts that can be included in

type /- .In terms of traditional grammar, we would consider connector ghosts

coordinate conjunctions. They are characterized because they can join any

friction group achieved by means of blunt cuts in any moment and position

within the string. We choose "and" as a model of this group of ghosts. The

working of any other "connector word" belonging to /• is very similar to the

one we have chosen as a model. What we know about these ghosts until now

is only in which contexts they appear. In the analysis of results from the rules,

we will try to specify more their behaviour and also discard or profile some

appearances.

In the second place, bounder ghosts /* have a much more reduced presence

within the additions of foci. However, these ghosts almost have no working

exceptions in the friction contexts that cause them. We will take the conjunc-

tion "because" as a model of kind /*. During the analysis of splicing, we will

detail some specific characteristics of /*.

8.4.2 Precedence

Resultant strings z which splicing generates perform the precedence criterion

s -< v -< o. This rule can only be broken by means of the friction groups that

are spliced with a ghost helper, like in svs'v'o'. But, even in such cases, friction

groups are ordered: within the group (SV) it is carried out that s -< v.
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8.4.3 Correctness

Those strings, which act as stage for splicing, are basic ones. As we have

explained before, they belong to the most common pattern of sentence in

Catalan as well as in English. The resultants z are not generally adapted to

this pattern. Therefore, it is necessary to give some rules in order to make a

"grammaticality" test of these strings.

A lot of definitions, from many points of view -logic, semantic and syntactic-

have been given about the concept of a sentence. Until now, we have not made

a definition, but only a description of functional domains. We have established

the pattern named basic, but it is not necessarily the minimal one. Thus, what

requirements does a string need to be recognised as integrating in the set of

linguistic expressions of a language? In general, it is pointed out that the essen-

tial minimal condition is the existence of sv, or, at least, of v. This hypothesis

seems easily rejected because of the ability of finding centra-examples: Maria

(Mary) does not carry out this condition but can perfectly work in a separate

way.

Many of the mentioned outcomes in string z do not adjust to the meaning

of a sentence given by the traditional grammar. However, it is also true that

almost all of them can be found in one or another context. That is the reason

why we will not classify the results in sentences or non-sentences referring to

the standard configuration of their elements.

Nevertheless, we will establish some approval criteria of string z which, in

the case of not being accomplished, will involve readjustment among the foci

that shape it, if it is possible, in order to make it suitable. These are the

following criteria:

1. Do not contravene agreement and level assignment criteria.

2. To be possible in some linguistic situations.
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Rule 8, for instance, has as a result a .string belonging to S, like Joan

(John). Prom a traditional syntactic perspective, we should affirm that this

sequence is not acceptable as a closing string because it should be composed

of sv. However, for us, Joan (John) is a reasonable string for two reasons:

1. Agreement criterion cannot be put to the test in this string because v

does not exist, so it is not unfulfilled.

2. It is possible to find Joan (John) as a terminal string of a linguistic

production as in example 8.

Example 8

Qui és aquest noi?

Joan.

Who is this boy?

John.

These seem to be very liberal conditions, but they are not. In fact, we will

see they are quite restrictive. What we seek is that the outcomes do not have

any mal-formation that could damage a whole derivation. For instance, rule 5

can result in the string that we see in 9:

Example 9

*Aquests nens i la xocolata és bona.

*These children and chocolate is good.

The asterisk in a string z means that we are dealing with a ill-formed

string where: a) there is not agreement sv, or b) we cannot find it in any

situation; both conditions usually tend to become mutually involved because,

in fact, there are some contexts capable of accepting any expression, except

those which are internally ill-formed. These strings, within a derivation, lead

to structures without syntactic coherence. In order to avoid such situations,
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we will give some strings readjustment rules. When two fragments are spliced,

many of the foci, especially those which have to respond to agreement laws,

must be restructured.

In fact, the only mal-formations that cannot be mended within a sequence

are those that occur from a disparity of levels between v /o or between o/o.

When these elements do not have any level in common, then the whole system

can become blocked.

8.5 Systematization and analysis of results

Therefore, considering everything we have said, we are getting ready to study

the outcomes of these 16 simple rules. There are 4 kinds of them:

1. Deletion rules.

2. Addition rules.

3. Combining rules.

4. Neuter rules.

8.5.1 Deletion rules

Rules that delete are those which lead to a partial sring, according to the

definition we made in 5.3.4, with the exception of rule 4), the murderous rule

which erases everything.

Basic rules allow us to achieve all the partial strings which do not con-

travene the precedence criterionu'. The only exception is v, which requires a

complex splicing.

Now, we will analyse the behaviour of the following rules:

« Rule 2: deletion of s.
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• Rule 3: deletion of sv.

9 Rule 4: deletion of svo.

« Rule 7: deletion oft;.

• Rule 8: deletion of vo.

9 Rule 12: deletion of o.

8.5.1.1 Deletion of s

2) #svo $ s'#v'o' h v'o'

Example 10

# Joan escriu un llibre $ La Maria $ menja una poma

h Menjar una poma

# John is writing a book $ Mary # is eating an apple

h To eat an apple

Somebody could expect, as a result of applying 2), the string "menja una

poma" (is eating an apple). However, as we have seen in 5.3.3.1 PN(s)

and PN(v) must agree, and s is the one that establishes the values of the

agreement. Therefore, values PN oft; will have to be adjusted to the undergone

changes within the focus of domain of S, in such a way that if s does not exist,

then PN(v) has value 0.

Let's note that A does not mean that a focus, a string or a value PN do

not exist (which we denote by 0). In Catalan A 6 S is an empty focus but

with values PN which is very common in any situation. In English A ̂  <S.

To sum up, due to PN(v) depends on PN(s), then when $ s, PN(v) — 0.

That is the reason why the first correctness criterion is carried out and allows

us to prove the above-mentioned rule which states:
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The second correctness criterion can also be cause of doubt but, at once,

it is clear that it can be found (see example 11).

Example 11

Que vols fer?

Menjar una poma.

What do you want to do?

To eat an apple.

8.5.1.2 Deletion of sv

3) #svo $ sV#o' h o'

Example 12
$ En Joan escriu un llibre $ La Maria menja # una poma

h Una poma
$ John is writing a book $ Mary is eating # an apple

h An apple

This is an operation without any problem that generates an o which has

not been submitted to any agreement criterion nor level assignment.

Regarding the possibility of existence of such expressions in a linguistic

context, example 13 demonstrates it:

Example 13

Que vols?

Una poma.

What do you want?

An apple.
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8.5.1.3 Deletion of svo

4) #svo $ sVo'# h 0

4) is the rule that deletes absolutely everything. This is the one named

killer rule by basic splicing. It is not a murderous rule in the contexts, but

only in the context of an applied operation to two basic stage strings. This

rule really does not finish with the system in a complex derivation because

some poles can be placed on the left of s.

8.5.1.4 Deletion of v

8) s#vo $ sV#o' h so'

Example 14

En Joan # escriu un llibre $ La Maria menja # una poma

h La Maria una poma

John# is writing a book $ Mary is eating # an apple

h Mary an apple

According to what we have analyzed in 5.3.3.2, we will consider right

through this thesis that relations between s and v do not exist. We have

seen that there are some special contexts in which they can be taken into ac-

count, but they would be a topic for a separate study. The inexistence of v

exempts string z from carrying out any relation rule among foci.

Nevertheless, we ask ourselves if it is possible to find a circumstance in

which an expression like this one could take place. Surely, it is.

Example 15

Què heu agafat?

Jo, un préssec. La Maria, una poma.

What did you take?

I, a peach. Mary, an apple.
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8.5.1.5 Deletion of vo

8) s#vo $ sVo'# h s-

Example 16
En Joan $ escriu un llibre $ La Maria menja una poma •$•

h La Maria

John# is writing a book $ Mary is eating an apple #

h Mary

This is a valid string because: a) it does not need agreement, b) it is

common in many contexts and linguistic situations (see example 8).

8.5.1.6 Deletion of o

12) sv#o $ sVo'# h sv

Example 17

En Joan escriu # un llibre $ La Maria menja una poma #

h En Joan escriu

John is writing $ a book $ Mary is eating an apple $

h John is writing

Example 17 demonstrate how this rule can produce strings that respect the

level assignment rule. Since q, 0 6 ¿(v), the string is still well-shaped in spite

of having lost o.

On the other hand, there are examples like 18, where 0 ^ ¿(vz), which

produce "non-grammatical" sentences, at least in Catalan.

Example 18

En Joan fa # soroll $ La Maria menja una poma #

h *En Joan fa

John makes # noise $ Mary eats an apple #

h John makes
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This is the first example of mal-formation in the resultant string. We

cannot mend it by means of readjustment rules. So, the asterisk we place in

some outcomes of this rule indicates that, in the case of being the terminal

string of a derivation, it would be a "non-valid" string, rejected in Catalan.

8.5.2 Addition rules

These are the rules that cause in the string z the gathering, in a consecutive

way, of different foci belonging to the same domain or of equal sequences of

foci. Every time that an operation, with a rule of this kind, is carried out, a

ghost appears. We have already mentioned that, among strings that have been

cut with blunt ends, the only possible ones are the emergent ghosts /• and /*.

We will explain the working, appearance conditions of ghosts and the string

readjustment that the following additions carry out:

« Rule 5: addition ss.

« Rule 9: addition svsv.

« Rule 10: addition vv.

• Rule 13: addition svosvo.

• Rule 14: addition v ovo.

• Rule 15: addition oo.

8.5.2.1 Adds + s'

5) s#vo $ #sVo' h ss'v'o'

As a result of this rule, a friction group is produced which causes the

appearance of a ghost. In this case, it must be a ghost that arises with blunt
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cut in the context (s) (s) (see 7.2.2 and table 7.1): a connector emergent ghost

/•. So, 5) must be reformulated in this way:

5) s#vo $ #sVo' h s-s'v'o'

Now then, the practical application of this rule, which seems very easy,

brings about some problems like these which we can observe in the following

examples:

Example 19

En Joan # va escriure un llibre $ Aquests nois juguen a futbol

h En Joan i aquests nois juguen a futbol

John# wrote a book # These boys play football

h John and these boys play football

Example 20

En Joan $ va escriure un un llibre # La Maria juga a tennis

h *En Joan i la Maria juga a tennis

John^t wrote a book # Mary plays tennis

h *John and Mary plays tennis

Example 21

Aquets nois $ juguen a futbol # La Maria juga a tennis

h *Aquests nois i la Maria juga a tennis

These boys# play football $ Mary plays tennis

h * These boys and Mary plays tennis

Example 22

Vosaltres # jugueu a futbol $ Ells juguen a tennis

h *Vosaltres i ells juguen a tennis

We# play football # They play tennis

h We and they play tennis
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Prom these four examples there is one, .(19), that is valid in Catalan as

well as in English; whereas (20) and (21) never work and (22) is possible in

English, but not in Catalan.

Therefore, we have found two problems:

1. Often the impossibility of upholding the agreement after joining sx • sy

exists. It seems obvious that, depending on the produced combinations

of sx • Sy, v must change its values PN.

2. This rule cannot be applied to all languages or, at least, it must have

different characteristics in each one according to the natural necessities

of every inflexion.

First of all, we will try to solve the problem in Catalan and later we will

make an extrapolation to English. It is not our intention to show an exhausting

analysis.

In order to clarify the stated situation in the problem [1], let's ask ourselves

which combinations s • s work and which do not work if any change is produced

in values PN of v. These are the following combinatons:

y

X

/•
Sle

SZe

Sse

Sip

S2p

S&p

Sle

7

-

-

-

-

-

S2e

-

?

-

-

-

-

S3e

-

-

?

-

-

-

Sip

7

yes

yes
7

yes

yes

Szp

-

7

yes
-
?

yes

SSP

-

-

yes
-
-

yes

Table 8.1: s • s
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In this table, we notice three kinds of outcomes: affirmative, negative and

ambiguous outcomes denoted by "?". First of all, let's pay attention to this

last case.

These are ambiguous outcomes (?):

1, Sie-sip, S2eS2p. These are not wrong because of their repercussion in

PN(VZ), but because Sie C SIP and s2s C s2p. It is a question of re-

dundant expressions. In order to break such redundancy, we can draw

up some rules which say: SieSip = SIP and s2eS2p — s2p.

2. siesle, s2es2e! Sipsip, s-¿ps-¿p and S3es3e if sx = sy. Two equal foci cannot

be added, but what we call reduction must be carried out: sipsip = slp

and S2pS2p = s2p.

We have reached what we could call reduction of s rules. A reduction of s

(ss1 = s") is brought about if one of the elements is alike or is included in the

other:

1. SleSie = Sie

2. S2eS2e = S2e

3. if Sx = Sy

4.

5-

6. if sx — Sy I S3ps3p = s3p

7. sieSip — SIP; and commutatively sipsie — slp

8- S2eS2P = S2P] and commutatively s2ps2e = s2p

;

Once the problem has been solved, we can remake the table by deleting am-

biguous outcomes:
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y

x

f-
Sle

8-2e

Sze

S\p

S?p

SSP

Sïe

yes

-

-

-

-

-

«2e

-

yes

-

-

-

-

SSe

-

-

yes

-

-

-

Sip

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Sap
-

yes

yes

-

yes

yes

SSP
-

-

yes

-

-

yes

Table 8,2: s • s with reduction

Once we have reduced the possible and impossible outcomes, let's analyse

which of them belong to the first group. Valid outcomes are those in which:

1. sx is plural. The reason is that we are adding elements, and the addition

is, at least, 2. This is to say, N(vz) = p.

2. The subscript P of sy is smaller or the same as P of sx. That is the reason

why, for instance, the combination S3psip is allowed, but not SIPSSP.

Thus, in order for the link to work, it is necessary that:

(i.) N(sy) = p,

(ii.) P(SX) > P(Sy)

Taking into account these conditions and noticing the previous table, we see

that the rule prevents us from creating some strings with the shape

but on the contrary, not SP^SP^. These are the following ones:

but not SipSie

but not Sips2e

but not
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but not

but not

but not sZpS3e

but not Sips2p

but not

but not

These impossibilities cause that some everyday sentences such as Els nois

i Joan juguen a futbol cannot be made by means of the present system. In the

same way, some structures like spse are gained.

In order to test a solution for this problem, an inversion rule like the fol-

lowing can be made:

It would allow us to multiply the valid cases. To create structures spse, previ-

ously we should do sesp. To obtain a sentence such as Els nois i Joan juguen

a futbol (The boys and John play football) the following steps should be

followed:

1) by means of 5, to make:

Joan i els nois juguen a futbol

John and the boys play football

2) later on, to apply the sxsy —ï sysx rule to achieve

Els nois i en Joan juguen a futbol

The boys and John play football

However, this solution does not allow activation of all the possible combina-

tions, but limits them in the following way:
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y

x

/•
Sia

Szs

Sas

Slp

Slp

Sap

Sia

yes

-

-

yes

-

-

Sis

-

yes
-

yes

yes

-

83a

-

-

yes

yes

yes

yes

Slp

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

«2p

-

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

SaP

-

-

yes
yes

yes
yes

Table 8.3: s • s with reduction and inversion

Obviously, this is a partial solution. Another proposal, which allows us to

create all the combinations, if possible, in only one step, must seek out.

It seems that the best way to solve the adjustment problem of values

PN(vz) to values PN(sx • sv) is to construct a mechanism that allows vz

to choose values PN everytime that an addition s + s exists. It could have a

form, more or less, like this one.

y

X

ADD

Sie

S2e

Sae

«Ip

S2p

Sap

Sle

Vie

Vlp

Vlp

Vlp

Vlp

Vlp

S2e

Vlp

V2e

V2p

Vlp

V2p

V2p

Sse

Vlp

V2p

V3e, V3p*

Vlp

V2p

V3p

Sip

Vlp

Vlp

Vlp

Vlp

Vlp

Vlp

S2p

Vlp

V2p

V2p

Vlp

V2p

V2p

SSP

Vlp

V2p

V3p

Vlp

V2p

V3p

Table 8.4: Final outcomes of s + s
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The asterisk of the addition S3es3e is because its outcome is i>36 if sx = s

and Va if s y.

Since we are dealing with an addition, the outcomes of this table are com-

mutative: SxSy = SySy

It seems that with this adjustment of PN(vg}, every time there is an addi-

tion s • s we can operate with any combination. At the same time and thanks

to this table, an essential rule is created:

In every addition s • s

PN(vz] = PN(sv • sv}

Everything we have studied up to now, in relation to the incidence that s • s

may have in a string, has been from the Catalan point of view. Let's look now,

for a while, from the English point of view in order to study the problem of

addition of subjects in this language.

The first thing we must emphasize is that in Catalan we do not have to

bear in mind value T of the verb, tense -although in 5.3.3 we have mentioned

its existence- because it has neither any kind of influence over values PN

of the verbal forms nor in any other way of agreement. However, it is a

determinant parameter in English. We will consider three values in T, which

are t (present), d (past) and f (future). When T=d or T=f, then values P N

of v are neutralized, which we will denote by j}. We will find v^ or v^), but

never, for instance, ^.PAT). We will disrgard the verb to be in the past tense

because we are trying to form a general description.

With regard to P N when T=t, neither are the same as in Catalan and

deserve special attention. We must start by making another distinction. The

value of the present of T will be t or tt: where t represents the present and tt

the present continuous and, by extension, the verb to be. As if T=t or T=tt, P

and N lose their distinction and will simply become PN in order not to further
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complicate the notation. The values of PN for T=t will be only two: b, c;

b=ls, 2s, Ip, 2p, 3p; c=3s. For T=tt the values PN will be 3: a=ls; b=2s,

lp, 2p, 3p, c=3s.

Once finished this review of the differentiation of PN between English and

Catalan, we can show a small perspective of the working of rule 5), concerning

the addition s • s.

« If T= d, T=f, then 5) always operates without necessity of bringing

about any readjustment in the string z.

« For T = t, then the outcomes (now applying the reduction rules of s)

are:

s • s
b

c

b

yes

yes

c

no

*yes/no

Table 8.5: Outcomes of s • s for T = t

* means once again the outcome is "yes" if sx — sy, whereas it is "no" if

9 For T= tt, then the outcomes (now applying the reduction rules of s),

are:

s • s

a

b

c

a

yes

no

no

b

yes

yes

yes

c

no

no

*yes/no

Table 8.6: Outcomes of s • s for T = tt
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As for T=t, as for T=tt, the solution can be the same by making an only

table only of the addition s • s:

s • s

a

b

c

a

a

b

b

b

b

b

b

c

b

b

b/c

Table 8.7: Addition s • s for the values PN of English

Where the addition of s^ • sc equals b if sx ^ sy and equals c if sx = sy.

From the outcomes achieved in both languages, some small modifications

can be established in the form of the rule to report on every specific case. For

instance, for Catalan:

$ #s'3sv'3ao' h • s'3sv!¿po'

from where the value of the subscription of gu is extracted from the table and

it is the same as the smallest P of both and N is always p except for the cases

in which s = s' and N(s) = e.

Another generalization, now universal, of rule 5 could be this one:

$ #s'PNv'PNo' h

Prom what it directly follows that :

$ #S' VPNPN °' (s

s • s' clearly form now another s with its own values PN, which are denoted

by a. This a can be the compound of two, three or n foci s, which form single

organization, joined by /•.
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<T = (sj. • s2 • . . , • sn), n>2

} = PN(Sl • s2 . . . • sn)

a makes the same function as single s. It is an amalgam that preserves the

functionality.

Prom here we deduce a new generalization of the previous rule:

SPN#VPN0 $ #s'pNVpNo' h

Therefore, a splicing rule that says the following is possible:

5) o-#vo $ #sVo' h av'o'

where a has necessarily more than two foci s, and it can work as follows in

(23):

Example 23
Aquets nois i la Maria# juguen a futbol # Els nostres professors juguen

a tennis

h Aquests nois i la Maria i els nostres professors juguen a tennis

These boys and Mary# play football # Our teachers play tennis

h These boys and Mary and our teachers play tennis

by causing correct but not habitual outcomes because people avoid the repe-

tition of conjunctions.

It is time to make another rule concerning connector ghosts. If /• joins more

than one friction group, then /• = ", " except in the last of its appearances

where /• = i /and. The rule is valid for sigma which is only a synthesis of

friction groups, or for any other splicing of these contexts that we will denote

by (uu). We name g all the ghosts /• that are not ","- Thus, we can say:
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V (««)» =((««)", /-»-1),

By means of this rule, some suitable outcomes are achieved:

Example 24
Aquets nois i la Maria# juguen a futbol $ Els nostres professors juguen

a tennis

h Aquests nois, la Maria i els nostres professors juguen a tennis

These boys and Mary# play football # Our teachers play tennis

h These boys, Mary and our teachers play tennis

8.5.2.2 Addition o + o'

15) svo# $ sV#o' \-svoo'

Since (o) (o) is a friction context, a ghost appears once again. According

to table 7.1 it can only be a connector which gathers foci o behind v.

So, first let's do a reformulation of the rule.

svo# $ sV#o' \-svo-o'

However, we ask ourselves if this mechanism always works or only if l(o) =

i(o'). We propose that surely this last option is the suitable one, which would

cause the rupture of 15) in cases like the following one:

$ h *SVOq • O'r

Nevertheless, let's check if this hypothesis is correct with different examples:
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Example 25
En Joan compra un llapis # $ La Rosa llegeix# un llibre h

En Joan compra un llapis i un llibre

John is buying a pencil # $ Rose is reading^ a book h

John is buying a pencil and a book

Example 26
Joan escriu una carta # $ La Rosa viu# a Barcelona h

*Joan escriu una postal i a Barcelona

John is writing a letter # $ Rose lives # in Barcelona h

*John is writing a letter and in Barcelona

The outcomes of (25) and (26) seem to confirm the hypothesis we have

just declared. Whereas (25) works, (26) is not possible. However, let's ask if

the reason why (26) does not work is only the appearance of /•. Without the

emergence of the ghost, we would have:

Example 27
Joan escriu una carta # $ La Rosa viu# a Barcelona h

Joan escriu una postal a Barcelona

John is writing a letter # $ Rose lives # in Barcelona h

John is writing a letter in Barcelona

This is a correct outcome. Nevertheless, /• seems essential to (25), where o is

denoted by q because, otherwise, the outcome would be:

Example 28
En Joan compra un llapis $ $ La Rosa llegeix^ un llibre h

*En Joan compra un llapis un llibre

John is buying a pencil # $ Rose is reading^ a book h

*John is buying a pencil a book
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Therefore, it seems that sometimes /• may contradict its appearance rules. If

we label o in (25) and (28) as well as in (26) and (27) the outcome is in (25),

(28) PN(ox) = q, PN(0y) = q and in (26), (27) PN(ox} = q, PN(oy) = r.

Clearly, we deduce that /• needs that ¿(o) = i(o'} to be able to act. If this

hypothesis is correct, it must work for any ¿(o) = i(o').

We have just done a restriction to the appearance of /•, which also limits

the friction context 3 (see 7.2.4) that we would reformulate as follows:

oo'-^o-o' iff 31 \l e £(v}, I €~ i(o), I ç- ¿(o'}

Thus, the coherence of level assignment among its elements must be respected.

If it is like that, and once we have seen in previous models that the ghost among

foci o, which does not have the same assignment, does not work, then some

examples can be found where foci o, which are not subscripted like in og, allow

/• because it also could happen that only oqog were a valid context for /•.

Example 29
En Joan viu a Barcelona # $ La Rosa viu# al camp \-

En Joan viu a Barcelona i al camp

John lives in Barcelona # $ Rose lives # in the country h

John is living in Barcelona and in the country

In 29 /• works for r e~ ¿(ox), r e~ ¿(oy). In spite of the fact that also L

e~ ¿(oy), then 30 would be possible:

Example 30
En Joan viu a Barcelona # $ La Rosa viu# al camp h

En Joan viu a Barcelona al camp

John lives in Barcelona # $ Rose lives # in the country h

John is living in Barcelona in the country
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Because v needs o, but not necessarily more than once.

If it seems that the effected restriction on the appearance of /• works, now

we can also try folding the object as we have done previously with the subject,

with the same condition that /• is always alike.

We formulate that if l(o) = l(o'} = l(o"}, then ot- o\ • o" — u¡, making an entity

w = ( o i . . . . · o n ) , n > 2 || f) >1
7l>2

A (ju could exist which consists of un llapis i un llibre. Then, the rule 15)

could be rewritten in the following way:

$ s'v'#o' h svui • o' — » svu

If l(o) T¿ l(o'), then bending u cannot be carried out but we will have to make

use of w. We name w a folding composed by wo so that l(w} ^ l(o], or the

folding of a group o • o' so that l(o) ^ l(o'}.

-t(°n)
w = (o1 • . . . • on] || f = 0

n>2

According to the previous rule, it would result that sometimes:

$ s'v'#o' \- svuj • o' — > svvj

Example 31 is a sample of structure svu, whereas 32 shows svw.

Example 31
En Joan compra un llapis i un llibre # $ La rosa té # una casa

h En Joan compra un llapis i un llibre i una casa

John is buying a pencil and a book $. '$ Rose has^t a house

h John is buying a pencil and a book and a house
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Example 32 ,
En Joan compra un llapis i un llibre # $ La rosa viu $ al camp

h En Joan compra un llapis i un llibre al camp

John is buying a pencil and a book # $ Rose is living^

in the country

h John is buying a pencil and a book in the country

As we can see in 31, the readjustment of the rule works, but it produces

expressions which, although they are not wrong, are not common in the lan-

guage because it does not apply ghosts several times in this way. So, we will

specify in a the proceeding rule of ghosts that we have seen in 8.5.2.1

For all w where \o\ > 2 then, taking into account that g represents any

ghost which is not ÍC )) .
! '

V W = (o-,/."

= p

from where we can obtain:

Example 33
En Joan compra un llapis i un llibre # $ La rosa té $ una casa

h En Joan compra un llapis, un llibre i una casa

John is buying a pencil and a book # $ Rose has#

a house

h John is buying a pencil, a book and a house

8.5.2.3 Addition v + v'

10) sv#o $ s'#v'o' h svv'o'

Because there are connector ghosts, and according to the friction contexts,

these are /•. The rule is rewritten:
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sv#o $ ¿fti/of h svv'o'

When we cut focus s from string y, then values PN(vy) = 0. Because of

this, in the first place we would find sentences like in example 34. But the

ghost /• causes an extension of values vx to vy. We need to remember that

ghosts only join equal things, and also values P N must be the same. In such

a case, due to the fact that vy does not have any, it takes them from vx. We

name this result osmosis PN. Only connector ghosts /• produce osmosis, never

bounder ghosts.

Example 34
En Joan escrivia # una carta $ La Maria # llegia un llibre h

*En Joan escrivia i llegir un llibre

John wrote # a letter $ Mary # read a book h

*John wrote and to read a book

Example 35
En Joan escrivia # una carta $ La Maria $ llegia un llibre h

En Joan escrivia i llegia un llibre

John wrote # a letter $ Mary # read a book h

John wrote and read a book

In order to carry out splicing and have the ghost appear, one of these two

conditions must be fulfilled:

a) 31 \l e ¿(vr),l e i(oy)

b) 0 e ¿(va)

In the same way we have made a group a, and a variant of omega, w, we

ask ourselves if a group £ may be made,

C = (v\...,vn}, n>2
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It seems that the answer must be affirmative; however, some problems

arise when carrying this out, because in a string s£o it is necessary to keep the

agreement and level assignment.

Agreement is achieved by adding the osmosis rule to group £. According

to this rule PNç = PNvi because the ghost demands that any v added to v

takes values PN of the first one. However, preserving the level assignment

is not so easy. We have just affirmed that it is necessary to accomplish two

conditions in order to carry out the strings readjustment when bringing about

this operation. If a) is fulfilled, then group f can be made without any problem.

But, if a) is not fulfilled and we must make use of b), then it is not possible

to form group £ because it cannot fulfill, in a global way, the level assignment

condition. Let's see this fact in the example 36:

Example 36
En Joan escriu $ una carta $ La Maria # va a la platja h

En Joan escriu i va a la platja

John is writing $ a letter $ Mary # is going to the beach h

John is writing and is going to the beach

This example is well-shaped and may be represented, graphically, in the

following way:

If we make group £, then it results:

6 Or

because it is impossible to determine the level that £ can assign. £ is made

up by two foci v which do not share any level assignment. The option
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is not possible because r $. l(v).

That is the reason why when only l(vz) = l(v'z] happens, then a group

could be made.

8.5.2.4 Addition sv + s V

9) sv#o $ #sVo' h avsfvfcí

Due to the friction group is (sv) and the cut is blunt, it is possible the

appearance of /• and /* which show:

9d) sv#o $ #sVo' h sv • s'v'o'

96) sv#o $ #sVo' h sv*s'v'o'

With the following outcomes:

Example 37 For 9a:

Joan escriu # una carta $ # La Maria té pomes

h Joan escriu i la Maria té pomes

John is writing # a letter $ # Mary has some apples

h John is writing and Mary has some apples

Example 38 For 9b:
Joan escriu # una carta $ # La Maria té pomes

h Joan escriu i la Maria té pomes

John is writing # a letter $ # Mary has some apples

h John is writing because Mary has some apples

In order for this splicing to produce a well-shaped string in a) as well as in b),

according to the level conditions assignment, it is necessary that:

a) ¿(v) > 2,

b) 0 € ¿(v).
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8.5.2.5 Addition vo + v'o'

14) svo# $ s'#v'o' h svov'o'

Once more we have the friction context, (vo) (vo), where only /• can appear,

which causes the following rule reformulation:

$ s'#v'o' h svo -v' o1

Any group (vo) may be joined at the end of any sentence taking into account

that PN(vy) must take the values of PN(vx) by osmosis, even though there is

a fócus o betwen v and v'. This focus o behaves as a filter for the osmosis 'and

also for the ghosts, as we will see in the next chapter.

Example 39
Joan escriu una carta# $ Els nois # tenen pomes

\- Joan escriu una carta i té pomes

John is writing a letter # $ The boys # have some apples

h John is writing a letter and has some apples

8.5.2.6 Addition svo + s'v'o'

13) svo# $ #sVo' h svos'v'o'

The friction context (svò) (svo) allows both kinds of emergent ghosts, that is

the reason why a double rule reformulation is once more necessary:

13a) svo# $ #sVo' h svo-s'v'o'

136) svo# $ #sVo' h svo-k s'v'o'

With the following results when carrying out the application:
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Example 40 For 13a:
Joan escriu una carta# $ # La Maria té pomes

h Joan escriu una carta i la Maria té pomes

John is writing a letter # $ # Mary has some apples

h John is writing a letter and Mary has some apples

Example 41 For ISb:
Joan escriu una carta# $ # La Maria té pomes

h Joan escriu una carta perquè la Maria té pomes

John is writing a letter # $ # Mary has some apples

h John is writing a letter because Mary has some apples

The rule about ghost conversion, which we have formulated in 8.5.2.1, can

also be applied here for 13 a). However, by means of this rule we can check

that we could also splice n sentences with n — 1 bounder ghosts /*. So, we

could say:

For all u = svo, g any bounder ghost ",".

/** = g; f *2 . . . f*n~2 =, ; / ~n~l= and

8.5.3 Combining rules

We call combining rules those which have as a result a sequence with the same

number of elements and in the same order but interchanging them of both

strings. The outcome is always a basic string z, where x and y have only

combined its elements without breaking the pattern. There are not repeated

foci, therefore, there are neither friction groups nor ghosts.
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6) s#vo $ s'#uV h av'of

Applying the string readjustment rules, v' will take values P N of s.

Example 42
Joan # escriu una carta $ Aquests nens # tenen pomes

h Joan té pomes

John # is writing a letter $ These boys # have some apples

h John has some apples

11) sv#o $ sV#o' h svo'

Notice that it is necessary that I \l € ¿(vx) I € ¿(vy) exists as it is accom-

plished in example 43 but not in 44:

Example 43
En Joan compra # un cotxe $ Aquests nens tenen # pomes

h En Joan compra pomes

John is buying # a car $ These boys have # some apples

h John is buying some apples

Example 44
En Joan compra # un cotxe $ La Maria pensa # en la neu

h *En Joan compra en la neu

John is buying # a car $ Mary is thinking # about the snow

h *John is buying about the snow

8.5.4 Neuter rules

We name neuter rules those which have as a result one of the two whole stage

strings. These are 1) and 16).
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1) can be named identity rule because it is entirely nul]. String z is the

same as string x.

However, rule 16) substitutes the stage string x with another one.

Prom a syntactic point of view, neither one, nor the other produces any

new structure.

8.6 Summary and conclusions

8.6.1 Strings

From a merely structural point of view, we come to the following conclusions

about strings, which result from the splicing application:

• A basic string is not necessarily a primary string. Combining rules pro-

duce derivative basic strings.

• A derivative string is not necessarily a compound string. It can be a

basic string if we apply a combining rule or a partial string if we apply

a deletion rule.

« A combining rule applied to a basic string necessarily produces a basic

string.

• A deletion rule applied to a basic string necessarily produces a minimal

string.

9 An addition rule applied to a basic string necessarily produces a com-

pound string.

9 It is not possible to obtain an inverse string with only one splicing.
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8.6.2 About basic rules

The obtained resultant strings have experienced some modifications due to

the necessity of being adjusted to the formation criteria of linguistic strings.

Whereas some of them remain the same, others are subjected to internal read-

justment due to the appearance of ghosts among the friction contexts. Some

others limit their capacity due to level assignment problems, and finally a group

multiplies its domain because of the possibility of different ghosts appearing.

The new outcomes would remain as follows:

RULE x $ h y

1 #svo $ #sVo' h s'v'o'
2 #svo $ s'#v'o' h v'o'
3 #s<uo $ sV#o' h o'

4 #svo $ sVo'# h 0

5 s#vo $ #s'v'o' h o-pNv'pNyo'

6 s#uo $ s'^v'o' h su'o'

7 s#ï;o $ s'v'^o' h so'

8 s#vo $ s'v'o'# h s
9 si;#o $ #s'v'o' h a) sv • s'v'o'

b) sv*s'v'o'
10 su#o $ s'#ï;'o' h a)si; • v'o' if

b) sfo' if l(v.

11 si;#o $ s'v'#o' h s-uo'

12 sv#o $ sVo'# h su

13 svo# $ #s'v'o' h a) svo • s'v'o'

b) svo-k s'v'o'
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RULE x $ y _ l·- y _

14 svo# $ s'#ü'o' h a) svo • v'o'

15 sw# $ sV#o' h &) svu} if l(ox) = l(oy)

b) SIW if ¿(Oœ) T¿ Z(0j,)

16 sw# $ s'v'o'# h

8.6.3 String readjustment rules

In order to carry out the readjustment of strings z resultant from splicing, and

to achieve that those elements arising from x and y could be integrated in the

new structure, we have established the following rules:

8.6.3.1 s • s reduction rules

1. SigSie — Sie

2. S2eS2e = S2e

3. if S = Sf | S3eS3e = S3e

4. SipSip = SIP

5. S<¿pS2p = ¿>2p

6. if s = s' I s3pS3p = %,

7. Siesip = SIP\ and commutatively sipsie = SIP

8. s2eS2p = S2P; and commutatively

8.6.3.2 Addition rules s + s in Catalan and in English

Values PN that result from the addition are obtained in Catalan by means of

the table 8.1 and in English according to the table 8.7.

Prom these tables we can deduce the following string readjustement rules:

1. PNff = PNsl - . . , - PNan

2. PNV, =
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8.6.3.3 Inversion rule

'

8.6.3.4 Osmosis

Connector ghosts allow a phenomenon that we name osmosis:

for all sequence v1 • , . . • vn € z, n > 2,

PNv*...,ên = PNvi

Bounder ghosts are isolators with respect to osmosis. Thus, if we found a

context where:

vx*Vy, Ç. z then,

PN(vy) = 0

So, structures vx * vy cannot be created.

8.6.4 New structures introduced in this chapter

Since our objective is to simplify strings with concatenation of equal focus, we

have created the following new structures which are, in fact, foldings of foci

belonging to the same domain:

8.6.4.1 Multiple subject a

a = (s\- s2 •... • sn), n>2

r )= PN(Sl - s2 ... - sn)
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8.6.4.2 Multiple verb

= (v1 « . . . -vn), n > 2

And by means of osmosis:

n>2

8.6.4.3 Multiple object w,

o; = (o1 . . , . .0") | f| >

w = ( o i · . . . . 0
n ) i i n =°

n>2

8.6.5 About ghosts

Once we have studied ghosts behaviour in different rules, it is necessary to

introduce some modifications according to their behaviour and extend their

rules.

8.6.5.1 Restriction of the friction context (o)(o')

(o)(o') -4 (0 -0 ) iff 31 \ l e ¿(v), I e~ l(o), I ç-t(J)

8.6.5.2 Ghosts readjustment

For connector ghosts, we have formulated that

Being (uu) any friction group, and g a ghost 7^,:
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